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Taking place at the Austrian Open-Air Museum  
Stübing, Mark Griffiths along with a group of 
carpenters, set about building a Stockmühle  
watermill to celebrate World Wood Day 2019

Among the many woodworkers 
attending last year’s World Wood  
Day in Cambodia, one small group 
stood out. Rarely seen at any of the 

festival events, they looked both exhausted and 
wired. I soon discovered that this close-knit group 
were the international team, brought together  
to complete, in just one week, a collaborative 
project celebrating this event. Little did I know  
that the following year I would be chosen by The 
International Wood Culture Society to collaborate 
on the festival’s most ambitious project to date.

A test of skill & stamina
It was the turn of Austria’s beautiful city of Gratz 
to host this year’s World Wood Day. Located a few 
miles from the city, the Stübing Open-Air Museum 
proved a perfect location for a festival of all things 
wood. Over the past 30 years, historic wooden 
buildings have been painstakingly deconstructed 
beam by beam, and then lovingly re-built in the 
museum’s tree-lined valley. Visitors can wander 
through the many varied structures, reflecting  
on past lives lived in times more connected to  
the land and its nature.

Due to the scale of this year’s project, our team 
arrived a week before the rest of the participants. 
We would be building, with traditional tools, a 
Stockmühle. Based on examples dating back  
300 years, our mill would feature a horizontal 
waterwheel. This design relies on a wooden 

WORLD WOOD DAY 2019
THE STOCKMÜHLE 
RECONSTRUCTION

viaduct channelling the water from fast  
flowing mountain streams onto the mill’s 
inverted paddles. All parts of the building would  
be constructed using axe-hewn timbers. With  
a smaller team than originally hoped for, just four 
international woodworkers and five members 
from the museum, we knew the next two weeks 
would be a test of both skill and stamina.  

Hewing & axing
On our first day we were given a guided  
tour with the museum pointing out various 
architectural details that related to our mill.  
Our tour ended at a patch of ground beside a  
small stream, the site of the new Stockmühle.  
The carpenters from the museum had started 
work a few days prior to our arrival and had 
already laid the stonework slab, on which the  

Timber delivery by horse Synchronised axe work

The finishing broad axe in action Sporting riot police leg shields Working on the logs Teamwork makes the dream work!
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FURTHER INFORMATION
World Wood Day – www.worldwoodday.org
Austrian Open-Air Museum Stübing – 
www.schladming-dachstein.at 

Traditional tools

Fitting shingles to the roofLog with squared sides

The finished mill

Fixing the heated metal straps

Drilling peg holes for locating the next beam

The mill in action

Hewn logs ready for assembly

Fitting paddles to the mill shaft

Building up the walls

Topping off ceremony 

Turning a new mill shaft

Cutting a halving joint

mill would be sited, and made a start on  
the walls. After brief introductions, we rolled  
our sleeves up and made a start.

For the first few days our main task was  
to hew the spruce logs needed to build up the 
walls. Working in teams of two, we loaded each 
log onto strong wooden trestles, then held them 
in place with large spiked dogs. A horizontal 
centreline was scribed on both ends of the log, 
using a spirit level to keep it true. Out from each 
side of this centre two more lines were marked  
at 75mm, giving a total width of 150mm. The bark 
above these side markings was then removed 
with a drawknife. On to the freshly exposed white 
timber a chalk line was struck connecting one set 
of pencilled side lines with those marked on the 
log’s opposite end. Working up to the chalk line, 
the team of two chopped ‘V’ slots into the side  

of the log at intervals of 300mm. These slots 
acted as a depth guide as the log’s side was  
hewn flat. 

The Austrian carpenters used an East European 
style finishing broad axe for this work. With its 
skewed, heavy, wide blade and stumpy handle, 
this style of axe took some time to master. I 
preferred to stick with my Gransfors 1900 broad 
axe as I felt it gave me more control. Even so,  
I still sensibly decked myself out in a pair of 
ex-Austrian riot police leg shields for protection.

Completed watermill
And so, our days were spent either preparing 
timber sections, or hauling the finished lengths 
up onto the top of the mill and cutting, in situ, 
the double halving joints that locked the walls 
together. The style and techniques employed  

in constructing these traditional buildings 
mirrored ones I had seen travelling around 
America, the skills having emigrated to the  
New World with the Northern European settlers.

The wonderful peace and quiet we had enjoyed 
during our fortnight at the Open-Air Museum  
soon came to an end as 500 woodworkers and 
over 1,000 members of the public arrived to 

celebrate World Wood Day. And one of the many 
attractions, in this incredible festival of woodwork 
and woodworking skills, was a newly completed 
Stockmühle watermill. The team, now bonded in 
that unique friendship borne of shared hard work, 

watched with pride as water rushed through  
the viaduct and hit the larch paddles of the  
vast turned shaft sending it spinning, and in  
turn rotating the heavy stone grinding wheels, 
housed above, for the first time. 


